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Part-time study: Special 
Senate Council session 

Senate Council will meet in special session 
next week to discuss the Report of the 
Committee on Part-time Study and Extension. 

The council agreed to the meeting following 
discussion of the report at its Nov. 8 session. 
The meeting next week will begin at 3 pm on 
Monday, Nov. 29, in the Board Room. 

After considerable discussion of the report 
- which recommended sweeping changes in 
the university's part-time and extension 

philosophy and activities - Senate Council on 
Nov. 8 approved a motion referring a proposal 
to the special meeting. 

The proposal was that "it be recommended 
to Senate that responsibility for all programs, 
including those now offered at Summer School 
and/ or by Extension, become the direct 
responsibility of departments, schools and 
faculties, subject to the approval of the Deans 
of Faculties." 

Happiness is. 
winning the national intercollegiate field hockey championship. 
Nancy Buzzell's Dalhousie Tigerettes did it earlier this month. Here defender Julie 
West (3rd-year Phys Ed student from Liverpool) shows her delight at the Tigerettes' 
victory over the defending champions, the University of Toronto Blues; she looks as 
though she may be offering a prayer of thanks, but she's also hanging on to the bottle 
of bubbly. (Gary Castle, A/ V Services) 
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Dr. Malcolm Ross receives his Order of Canada 
medal from Governor-General Jules Legere at an 
investiture in Ottawa last month. Dr. Ross, professor of 
English, has published books and articles on 17th 
century, Victorian and Canadian literature, and 
initiated and continues to edit the New Canadian 
Library. [John Evans Photography, Ottawa]. 

Panel on collective 
bargaining Dec. 1 

A panel discussion on the advantages and disadvantages 
of collective bargaining for faculty will be the highlight of a 
general meeting of the Dalhousie Faculty Association at the 
beginning of next month. 

The meeting, to begin at 7:30 pm on Wednesday, Dec. 1 
in the Great Hall of the Faculty Club, will hear guest 
panellists from other universities in the region anc! from 
elsewhere. 
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De-emphasizing energy use: $12,500 
research grant to study how · .. =--

Three experts at Dalhousie will do a marketing-in-re-
verse study as the result of the award of a $12,500 research 
grant from the federal Department of Energy Mines and 
Resources. 

Philip Rosson, Kenneth Kendall and Robert Sweitzer, 
all marketing professors in the School . of Business 

, Administration, got the grant to study household demands 
on the energy system in Nova Scotia. Their fin.dings will 
provide information for energy conservation programs being 
directed by the Office for Energy Conservation in Ottawa, as 
well as the Nova Scotia Energy Council. 

"Although marketing strate'gies are typically designed 
to encourage demand," said Prof. Rosson, "this study will 
develop marketing strategies to hold energy consumption 
in check. 

Prof. Sweitzer said the research was indicative of the 
practical orientation of the faculty in the business school. 
·'Although we usually study ways to increase consump-
tion, marketing activities need not always stimulate 
demand . We will use our expertise to promote more 
efficient use of energy and, in a sense, to de-emphasize 
increased use of energy.'' 

The research will be into the consumption of household 
fuel oil and consumption. Support services during the 
investigations will come from Harry Flemming, Nova 
Scotia'_s energy conservation co-ordinator and John French 
of the Nova Scotia Energy Council. 

"Given the magnitude of the energy crisis in the 
province," said Prof. Rosson, "we feel it is critically 
important to focus our research on Nova Scotia problems." 

Prof. Kendall said it was apparent the crisis was 
affecting all households in Nova Scotia, and the 
researchers hoped to identify those households affected 
worst -- "and provide some direction for future energy 
policy so it will be most beneficial to those in the greatest 
need ... we think it is of the utmost importance to use public 
opinion as the basis for energy policy, and this stud I will 
rely on public opinion." 

Prof. Sweitzer said that "our marketing studies typically 
identify with those consumers who are most likely to buy a 
product or service , and focus is put on them to entice them 
to buy. In this case, we will try to identify those households 
in the greatest need and de-emphasize energy use . We 
hope to determine ways to use resources so that these 
households may reduce their energy consumption." 

"However," added Prof. Rosson, "we don't think it is 

16 Family Medicine 
residents maintain 
100 per cent record 

In 1970 Dalhousie established a two-year integrated 
postgraduate training program in Family Medicine. O~er 
the past five years this training program for family 
physicians has grown to the point where 16 residents 
completed the two-year program this year and were 

A study on how to de-emphasize the use of energy gets 
under way with marketing researchers Rosson, Kendall 
and Sweitzer in command. [A/V Services] 

reasonable to ask Nova Scotians to change their lifestyles 
radically in order to conserve energy, but there may be a 
number of ways to improve the nature of the demands 
made upon the Nova Scotia energy system, and we hope to 
provide some practical answers.'' 

The trio will complete their research next summer. 

eligible to sit the certification examination of the College of 
Family Physicians of Canada. 

The certification examinations may be written by family 
physicians already in practice who have completed five 
years of practice and maintained continuing education 
requirements from the college for that period. 

Dalhousie's Division of Family Medicine is proud of the 
accomplishment of their residents in past years in which 
100 per cent of the residents completing Dalhousie's 
program in Family Mecl,j_cine have been successful in the 
examinations. 

This year the 16 Family Medicine residents from 
Dalhousie sitting the examinations were again all 
successful. The following were presented with their scrolls 
at the World Organization of National Colleges and 
Associations of General and Family Practice meeting held 
in To~onto in October: Dr. Henry Au, Dr. Jean-Marie 
Auffrey, Dr. David Barss. Dr. J.K. Brown, Dr. Adrian 
Cheong, Dr. A.J. Clark , Dr. Louise Cloutier-Robinson, Dr. 
Bob James, Dr . Peter Johnston, Dr. Jacques Lemelin, Dr. 
Charles L. Moir, Dr. Richard MacLachlan, Dr. Ian Slayter, 
Dr. Robert J. Wedel, Dr. Don A. Stinton, and Dr. William 
Young. 

Railroad buff Tennant produces 
· Canadian bibliography 

For the past several years, the assistant director of 
Dalhousie's Awards Office has spent his spare moments 
researching railroading. 

This month Robert Tennant's publishing house brought 
out a bibliographical guide to Canadian railroads, "The 
Quill-and-Rail Catalogue", available in limited quantity 
for $4.95 (92 pages). 

Says Tennant, one of 200 members of the Scotia 
Railroad Society: "The guide grew out of two things-my 
interest in publications about Canadian railways, and my 
column in an eastern railway journal, The Maritime 
Express". . 

Tennant travelled across the country talking to former 
railroaders and visiting libraries and archives to collect the 
400 references in the bibliography. Both governmental and 
non-governmental titles are included as_ w~ll as a con~plete 
listing of railway serials and the begmnmg of a hst of 
railway theses. 

Who will use the book? Tennant points to the growing 
public interest in Canada's railroading. _the conce_rn for_ the 
demise of passenger traffic and the mcrease m freight 
rates, and suggests that scholars and politicians will find it 
extremely useful. "For the reader with a casual interest, it 
provides a list of library holdings," says the aut~or, who 
typed and laid out the manuscript himself and will handle 
t!-:e ~ales aspect. · . . , 1 • ., , 

In the foreward he thanks Dalhousie Dea.n of resifience 
David Chanter for th~ cover artwork idea and indica.tes 
that there will be subsequent editions of "The 

Quill-and-Rail Catalogue". 
Mr. Tennant is also planning a publication on Halifax 

-tram lines. 

Canadian National excursion train at Niagara Falls on 
Saturday, July 31, 1976. "Mountain" type steam 
loc?motive No. 6060 hauled the excurs_ion train'lbetw~en 
Toronto and Niagara Falls. Note the white flags, ~enotmg 
"extra". [Bob Tennant Photo] 
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Uhlman back after enlightening tour of Swaziland duty 

Eager-·to-learn students 
attitude invigorating 

' . 

From Johannesburg, South Africa, a short 230-mile 
drive over paved roads leads to Swaziland, the small, 
(6,705 sq. miles) landlocked kingdom of the longest 
reigning monarch in Africa, King Sobhuza II. 

Swaziland, a nation of gentle Ba.!,ltu people, gained its 
independence from the English in 1968. The event didn't 
radically change the relatively simple, agricultural-based 
life the 700,000 inhabitants lead, although now the country 
could be considered to be experiencing an economic boom. 
Iron ore and gypsum are shipped by rail to the coast where 
huge ships transport it to Japan; the pulp and paper 
industry is successfully expanding; and, irrigation projects 
have produced a thriving sugar cane business. Citrus 
fruits by the ton are processed by multinational firms such 
as Libby's. 

On the mountainous high veld, too steep for cultivation. 
a successful afforestation project gives Swaziland the 
third largest man-made forest in the world. The middle 
veld, where cattle raising is a major industry, is crossed by 
five unnavigable rivers which have been tapped for 
hydro-electricity. The low veld, or plateau area, is farmed 
by the Swazi and some Europeans. 

Relations with neighboring Mozambique and South 
African are friendly, although some tense moments with 
its own "revolutionaries" led the king to suspend the 
constitution in 1973. He has absolute power over the prime 
minister and the cabinet. as he does over his more than 
100 wives . Until recently, Swaziland had no army, and the 
King employed the emabuto system (which Baden-Powell 
based his Boy Scout movement upon) to help to maintain 
order and keep an eye on the tourist industry which has 
brought countless South Africans to the casinos, health 
spas and sprawling rancheros. 

King Sobhuza, who ascended to the throne at , 16 and 
now, at 76 , has ruled for 60 years, also encourages his 
subjects to get an education. Practically every Swazi 
receives an elementary education and as many as can be 
accommodated , enter secondary schools. There is one 
post-secondary institution, a branch of the University of 
Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland ,n several teachers' 
colleges and a technical and vocational school. 

The university was opened · in 1945 by Catholic 
missionaries with headquarters in Roma, Lesotho, in the 
Maluti Mountains. Gradual!y the government took over 
the administration and emphasized education to suit the 
needs of the three African nations. The Swaziland branch 
at Kwalusenzi has about 300 students enrolled today. 

Former Registrar and Dean of St4dent Services at 
Dalhousie, Dr. Harold J. Uhlman (also the first director of 
Dal's summer school sessions and faculty member of the 
department of education since 1962), became chairman of 
the School of Education at UBLS's Swaziland campus in 
197 4. Under the auspices of the Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA), Dr. Uhlman was there for 
two years; he returned to Dalhousie this fall. 

Dr. Uhlman described his responsibilities for supervis-
ing the preparation of secondary school teachers, their 
practice teaching program and the curriculum, as ''very 
exciting''. 

"The students' attitude is invigorating," says the Nova 
Scotia native. "They are all so eager to. learn. Of cour!,# 
they are the cream of the crop and all have government 
bursaries. All arts students are required to take methods 
courses and graduate with an education diploma as well as 
an arts degree. Science students may elect education as 
well, but are not required to do so. The majority teach for 
at least a couple of years with many remaining 
permanently in the profession.'' 

According to Dr. Uhlman, "teaching is the greatest 
contribution to any system," and this is what he tried to 
impart to the Swazi students. A program to update the. 

'quality of teaching in the country was under way when he 
arrived, but in working for better facilities at the 
university, turning out more full-time teachers, partic-
ularly in the sciences and maths, Dr. Uhlman was able. to 
improve it further. He visited many of the schools in the 
country - an "enlightening experience" . 

"The Swazi National High School would compare to 
Halifax's Queen Elizabeth High, but then there were the 
numerous small, rural schools with thatched roofs and few 
facilities." , 

The contrasts were emphasized again for Dr. Uhlman 
when, as a member of the National Commission on 
Education, he was involved in a study of all aspects of 
education in Swaziland, including . a comprehensive 
proposal for post-secondary -education which he hopes the 
native African who took over his duties will implement. 

Back in Canada, Dr. Uhlman' is teaching for the 
department of education, including supervising five 
students he managed to place in rural school along the 
South Shore. It's an area that has been sparingly used for 
practice teaching; most students do their stints in urban 
schools. One thing Dr. Uhlman has found already, is that 
his students are concerned about job prospects. 
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Dr. Harold Uhlman 
Would he recommend to them an overseas posting? Dr. 

Uhlman, who spent a year in Nigeria at the University of 
Lagos' Continuing Education Centre in 1970-71, feels that 
for those who are seriously concerned, there "is no better 
means for developing an awareness of the problems and 
needs of Third World countries than direct experience". 

Papers available 
The two Occasional Papers reviewed in University News, 

(Nov. 11, 1976, page 10) are available from the Library 
School. They are Lorne J. Amey, Visual Literacy: 
Implications for the production of children's television 
programs. $2.50 and Helen F. MacRae collection: A 
Bibliography of Korean Relations with Canadian and other 
Western Peoples, which includes a checklist of documents 
and reports, 1898-1975, edited by Doreen Fraser, $2.50. 

Women: Academic observations 
turning into reality - Adamec 

' ll,.,. 
Judy Lynn Simmonds has been appointed publicist 

for· Dalhousie's Cultural Activities. She · will be 
responsible for all ·information regar_ding the extensive 
program Cultural Activities presents throughout the 
year. 

A Calgary native, Ms. Simmonds was an English 
major at the University of Calgary. For three years she 
reported for the Calgary Albertan, specializing in music 
and educational features. She also has experience with 
broadcast media, and in the travel business. She was 
chief flight attendant for an Arctic Charter ~irline, 
passegger and sales agent for Canadian Pacific Airlines 
and most recently, a travel consultant in Halifax. 

Dalhousie psychologist Cannie Adamec said of the 
national conference-"Research on Women: Current 
Projects •and Future Directions" held at Mount Saint 
Vincent Urtiversity earlier this month-"This professional 

• meeting was unique in my experience. There was positive 
reinforcement for others' academic undertakings. Obser-
vations I've made in my laboratory were happening in real 
life: the women were not antagonistic (as they are 
traditionally stereotyped)-rather they expressed interest 
in varying kinds of research and were encouraging to those 
just starting out." 

Dr. Adamec, whose paper "Behaviour of Women from a 
Psychological Perspective: The Effects of Cannabis'' was 
presented in the section, Women in Society: Sex Role 
Stereotypes ~ said she was glad to have the opportunity to 
hear about Canadian research on women in disciplines 
other than her own. 

Dr. Susan Sherwin (Philosophy, Dalhousie) observed 
that delegates were enjoying the relaxed atmosphere and 
the consciousness-raising aspects. "In some ways," she 
said, "male-dominated symposiums are changing to be 
more )!ke this one, where participants enjoy themselves 
more. 

About 200 professors, graduate students and others 
from Canadian post-secondary institutions heard 55 
papers and attended several workshops. Many researchers 
from the Atlantic provinces chaired or presented their 
investigations on women in culture, literature, and in 
society; women in social movements, in the labor force, 
and in policy making; and women's work in communities. 

One ofthe objectives of the conference was to attempt to 
l'lelp reintegrate . unemployed women scholars in the 

research community. It was pointed out that in the Atlantic 
provinces there was a relatively large number of women 
with advanced degrees but who could not find employment 
commensurate with their level of education in the small 
towns in which they lived. 

Workshops on funding available from the Canada 
Council, through private foundations and from setting up 
consulting firms, focussed on how to apply for grants and 
the administration of them. Panel members speaking on 
the topic included Simon Fraser University president 
Pauline Jewitt. 

A paper by Deborah Dostel and Sandy Arthurs of Pro 
Feminae (Dartmouth) looked at the problems of 
non-academics re-entering the labor force. Interviews with 
women in Halifax-Dartmouth who had recently re-entered 
or were attempting to re-enter the labor market, showed 
that there were specific job barriers that had to be dealt 
with. One solution, ·the women said, was to operate 
remedial programs for women seeking employment. 

Dalhousie professors Michael Bradfield (economics) and 
Fred Wein (IPA) participated in sessions dealing with 
Women in Social Policy. They talked about development 
policies and strategies in the Atlantic provinces. 

Historic1l details of women in social movements were 
given by Dr. Lynn McDonald _ (Dal sociology and 
anthropology). The purpose of her paper, she said, was to 
explore the women's movement in Canada in order to 
develop an understanding of its distinctive features, which 
could be seen as emerging in response to problems and 
conditions percular to Canada. 

Other Dalhousie professors taking part in the conference 
were Ruth McKay (nur~ing), Jei:in Elliot (sociology and 
anthropology), and Patricia Monk (English). · 
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OPINION 

Sidewalk hazards 
, In the last few years, the Department of Physical 
Plant has done an excellent job in clearing snow and ice 
from paths and sidewalks. 

One or two spois are missed occasionally (such as the 
area around one of the most important buildings on 
campus, the Old l:aw, which houses the Faculty Club 
and the Information Office), but members of the 
university should be satisfied at the speed and 
efficiency of Physical Plant's snow removers. 

The same cannot be said for the owners of some 
property around the edge of the campus. The condition 
of the sidewalks of some of th~ streets off University 
Avenue leaves much to be desired, and the south side 
of Cobu~g Road from the old College of Art building to 
Capitol Store is in variably treacherous. 

The College of Art corner used to be safe, but since 
the government (the Department of Education) took it 
over, the sidewalks are not fit to walk on after a 
snowfall and freezing temperatures. Capitol Store, too, 
could do better; _it is a booming business, thanks to 
Dalhousie staff and students. 

Major sports' future 
Congratulations to Nancy Buzzell and her field 

hockey Tigerettes and to Tony Richards and his soccer 
Tigers. 

Their continuing successes again serve to raise the 
issue of Dalhousie's overall athletics program. 

Does the university continue with losing teams in the 
so-called major and more expensive sports? Or does it 
concentrate on the low-profile ones which simply do nut 
have large followlngs, but in which the teams have had 
sparkling successes? 

The options are many, and suffice to say that the 
athletics authorities in the university are pondering the 
problem. 

Fire low priority? 
The Department of Physical Plant arranged with 

Halifax Fire Department last month to put on fire 
prevention and fighting demonstrations last month to 
give people in the university some idea of the steps to 
take in the event of a fire. 

Held on successive afternoons, the demonstrations 
attracted only a handful of people out of a population of-
several thousands. 

It mig~:t be argued that people in a university are . 
smart enough to cope in an emergency, and that they 
are too busy with other things. Such excuses are 
pitifully weak. 

Every department in the university, academic and 
non-academic, was invited to send a representative to 
the demonstrations. 

They should not simply have been invited. 
They should have been ordered to attend. 

A better break? 
If M~. Part-Time Student (University News, Nov. 

11, Page 4) is to be believed, and we have no reason not 
to believe her, her frustrating experiences add up to 
what can only be described as the royal runaround. 

A lesser mortal would have given up and gone 
elsewhere to take a single evening class. 

There is evidence that hers was not an isolated case. 
Acknowledging that she might have used a little more 
initiative to seek out the right information, and 
recognizing the problems faced by the offices of the 
Dean of Freshmen and Admissions, part-time students 
nevertheless deserve a better break. 
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The seco~d Northeast Canadian/ American Health Conference in Boston (Nov. 3-6) was a 
co-operative effort between the five eastern provinces of Canada and the New England states to 
discuss their current interests in health care. Frank exchanges of experience and ideas took 
place, mainly in workshops, between university faculty, health professionals, administrators, 
members of departments of public health, health planners and health economists. Dalhousie 
alumni and faculty made significant contributions to the conference, which considered the 
maintenance of good health and the prevention of illness and accidents as well as wide-ranging 
discussions of the patient's 'first point of contact with the doctor and other health professionals 
in primary health care. Encouragement was received from the Maritime Premiers and the 
Governors of the New England states. 

The following report was written by Dr. Robert S. Tonks, Director of the College of Pharmacy 
and a member of the conference program committee. 

Health care matter$ 
Effective deployme.nt key 

The greatest reduction in disease and death rate in the 
last ISO _years occurred with the enclosure of sewers and 
the cleaning of drinking water. A further improvement 
followed the introduction of vaccination and immunization. 
Modern health care has produced less dramatic reductions 
in the incidences of _ the remaining diseases and in the 
death rate. More doctors and other health professionals, 
more hospitals, etc. would not necessarily improve the 
health of people further unless resources were deployed 
and used effectiv~ly. The number of available hospital 
beds had been no indicator of the state of health of the 
population. 

Insatiable public demand 
Rising costs and diminishing budgets have increased 

the need to evaluate the effect of preventive measures as 
well as to overhaul the present medical care system, which 
is based on the concept that health is purchasable and 
related to expenditure. 

Health care service _expenditure should level off as the 
backlog of patients are dealt with. In fact, there is no 
indication that costs will ever level off, with the public's 
insatiable demand for health care. 

There is probably over-specialization of hospital services. 
Screening tests for diagnosis are expensive and could be 
reduced in use. The dilemma is that lawyers insist upon 
the ultimate in health care for their client in litigation (By 
some oversight we forgot to invite the lawyers to this 
Conference). Providers and consumers need to be 
educated on the cost of health services. 

The Conference reviewed methods for assuring high 
standards of health care as well as tackling the paradox of 
providing this at the lowest possible cost! • 

More collaboration 
We need a better mechanism for keeping people out of 

the health care system, i.e. keeping them fit and healthy. 
Collaboration should occur between the new breed of 
health educators and the established health professionals 
such as nurses and pharmacists, etc., to form a more 
effective approach to health education and disease 
prevention. Perhaps the best we can hope for is the 
education of tomorrow's parents. In the last analysis 
people believe they have the right to do what they wish 
with themselves and trust there is a free health system to 
repair them if needed later. 
Americans impressed 

The Americans, believing that health education should 
remain a non-governmental activity, are impressed with 
the preventive programs introduced by the federal 
government of Canada, as well as the aphorisms for health 
maintenance that appear on TV, radio and in the press. 
They concede that doctors and pharmacists in Canada are 

--info~med about health matters by the federal government 
and its agencies more quickly than in the United States. 

Influence lacking 
Medical scientists and health care workers seem unable 

to influence decision-making on health programs by the 
politicians. The right information is not available in the 
right format when politicians need it. Adequate data is 
lacking on a wide variety of health-related issues. Much 
more research is needed to provide the data base for 
decision-making. The providers of health care want an 
effective communication link with civil servants and 
politicians. In ·matters of health, the ,!llied health 
professionals are often overlooked as a source of expertise 
by government planners. Some recognized interface is 
required for these two groups. 

Differences described 
Canada has three times as many family physicians per 

head of population as the United States. Unless there is a 
dramatic change in the provision of primary ht;alth care in 
this country in the next decade, it will continue to be centred 
on the doctor's traditional private office. At a time when we 
are restricting immigration of foreign doctors, the United 
Staks is planning to increase the number of family 
physicians, double its enrolment of pharmacy students and 
increase the numbers of graduate nurses. Geographic 
maldistribution of physicians still occurs in both countries, 

but in the United States there will be more encouragement 
for the allied health professions to extend their professional 
role. 

The rising cost of health services will cause a reduction 
in the numbers of patients referred to hospitals and an 
increase in the use of ambulatory care centre!; and home 
care. · Allied health professionals will be used more 
extensively in ambulatory and home care in Canada. For 
ambulatory care, community health centres, which 
combine group practices of physicians, dentists, nurses, 
pharmacists, etc., would provi•de a walk-in consolidated 
health care service. These centres would co-ordinate 
outreach service in adjacent rural areas as well as 
domiciliary visits by health professionals and social 
workers. Such an interdisciplinary approach to p'!tient care 
with physician,s and other health professionals must begin 
in thf professional schools during the educational process, 
so that each professional would know the expectations of 
other and their place in the team. 

Perhaps the Maritimers who attended this Conference 
should meet with each other to see if they can improve on 
thjs experience. I believe the Conference was a success. 
Perhaps next year's meeting might quallfy for the 
Maritime Premier's blessing also. 

***** 
Halifax and Dalhousie participants included Dr. G. 

Graham Simms; Prof. R.A. Craig, Social Work; Ms. J.E. 
Carver, Nursing; Dr. G.R. Langley, Medicine; Dr. R.M. 
MacDonald, Dean of Health Professions; Dr. A.E. 
Macleod, Dentistry; Ms. Donna Meagher, Nursing; Dr. 
A.P. Ruderman, Dean of Administrative Studies; and Dr. 
Tonks. 

ALA editor guest 
speaker tomorrow 

Art Plotnik. editor of American Libraries, the official 
journal of the American Library Association, will be 
tomorrow's speaker in the Dalhousie. Library School fall 
term lecture series. His talk, "Is there a method to our 
madness? Sanity and less in the U.S. library behavior," 
will be given in ihe auditorium, Killam Library, at l 0:30 
a.m. The talk has developed in part, from his travels 
across the United States for a series of articles for the 
Wilson 'Library Bulletin which were later expanded into 
book form as Library Life - American Style published by 
Scarecrow Press, Metuchen, N.J. 

Born in White Plains. N.Y., Mr. Plotnik took his BA at 
Harper College and stud_ied under Philip Roth and others 
at the University of Iowa on a creative writing fellowship 
for his MA degree. He was selected for the special 
internship program at the Library of Congress after 
graduating with honors from Columbia University Library 
School. He was later editor for the Library of Congress 
Information Bulletin before joining the Wilson Library 
Bulletin as assistant editor in 1969. He became Editor of 
American Libraries in 1974. Earlier this year Plotnik was 
editor of a special supplement of the New York Times to 
mark the centennial of the founding of the American 
Library Association in 1876. 

On Friday afternoon the Library _ School will host a 
special invitational workshop for editors of regional 
magazines issued by library, media and archival 
associations in the Atlantic provinces. Resource people for 
this workshop will be Art Plotnik; Derek Mann, Director of 

· Information and PR at Dalhousie and Editor of University 
News; Dorothy Broderick of the Library School, former 
editor and now chairman of the editorial board of Top of 
the News, official publication of the Children's Services 
and Young Adult Services Divisions of the American 
Library Association; and Norman Horrocks of the Library 
School, former editor of the Journal of Education for 
Librarianship a_nd the Nova Scotia Library Association 
News and currently Associate Editor of Government 
Publications Review and the Library School's publications. 

The purpose c,f the workshop is to discuss common 
problems facing editors of r.egional magazines and 
newsletters and examine possible ways of improving these 
publications while holding down costs. Fifteen organizations 
are sending representatives to this workshop drawn from all 
four Atlantic provinces. 
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DFA deplores 
Laval crisis 

The Dalhousie Faculty Association last week sent a 
telegram to the striking faculty at Laval University and the 
i{ector of the university, expressing support for the faculty 
and deploring what DFA president Dr. Roland Puccetti 
said was apparently "dictatorial management demands". 

The DFA move followed an emergency meeting at which 
members heard Professor Mepham of Laval describe the 
situation which had kept the university closed for the 
previous ten weeks. 

Prof. Mepham said the administration of Laval was 
demanding dictatorial management rights; the university 
was keeping secret dossiers on faculty, and wanted the 
right to send tenured professors to teach in remote areas of 
the province. 

Support from the Canadian Association of University 
Teachers, said Dr. Puccetti , would be in the form of pledge 
slips, to be distributed soon to members of other university 
faculty associations. 

Few back National 
Student Day 

"Student apathy is more widespread in the 70s than 
student activism was in the 60s", claimed the Dalhousie 
Gazette in a Nov. 10 editorial on National Students Day. 

National Student Pay was intended to increase students' 
awareness of variau~ aspects of post-secondary education 
that directly affe<.:t them. A noon-hour general meeting at 
the Student Union Building drew about 100 of Dalhousie's 
9,000 students , and the workshops in housing, student aid 
and unemployment had eight, four and six people in 
attendance. 

One participant in the employment-unemployment 
session said ''the attitude of the government seems to 
favor stockpiling students in a university for four years, 
thus avoiding the unemployment problem among 
20-25-year-olds". 

Meanwhile, NDS co-ordinator at Dalhousie, Bernie 
MacDonnel called the day a success. The students exposed 
to NOS material or events had probably learned more 
about student aid and related problems and this must be 
considered worthwhile. 

Other universities across the country reported similar 
small turnouts. 

Business school 
takes lecture 

\ 

series downtown 
Collins Bank, in Historic Properties, will be the site of 

the first in a series of downtown public lectures offered to 
the business community by Dalhousie University's School 
of Business Administration. 

The lead lecture at I pm, Nov. 26, will be given as part 
of a presentation with representatives of the Factors and 
Commercial Financing Conference of Canada, Inc. in 
Montreal. 

Among the issues to be raised are the changing role of 
commercial financing in Canada and whether or not there 
is a commercial lending crisis in Canada. 

Dalhousie professor Robert Sweitzer, co-ordinator for 
the lecture series, said that interest rates were high and. 
were forecast to remain high in Canada. 

Businessmen 11eeded to consider alternatives to 
traditional short-term financing, he added. 

Because the types of credit arrangements available had 
been undergoing a dramatic change in the last decade, he 
continued, the factoring and commercial financing 
industry was performing an increasing role in the nation· s 
economy. In excess of one billion dollars of funds went 
from such sources annually to Canadian businesses. 

The speakers will discuss with the audience the 
participants in and the regulations of the industry, identify 
sources of commercial lending, and explain the 
lender-borrower contractual requirements. 

fl $.0.$. 
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McKerrow revisited: Of tirf!eS past, 
but relevant 
to the present 

By Dr. JEAN L. ELLIOTT 

Department of Sociology and Anthropology 

A people are a people only inasmuch. as they have a 
history. The task of preserving one's history, sustaining it 
as a living legend, and transmitting it to future 
generations is made especially problematic if the people 
involved have experienced migrations as well as subjection 
within nation states. No historical task could be more 
difficult than that which has fallen upon the Blacks in the 
New World. As Peter E. McKerrow in A Brief History of 
the Coloured Baptists of Nova Scotia so correctly reminds 
us, "The history of slavery is written in blood (p. 17)." 

A former Virginia slave, Rev. Richard Preston, is the 
main character in McKerrow's chronicle. The present-day 
Afridrn United Baptist Church in Nova Scotia dates from 
the church Rev. Preston founded in 1832. McKerrow, 
Secretary of the African Baptist Association from 1876 to 
his death in 1906, begins his history at the beginning with 
the missionary work of another ex-slave and Baptist, David 
George, on Nova Scotia's South Shore in 1783. McKerrow 
is careful to place the history of the Baptists within a larger 
historical context. He succeeds in not only giving us a 
moving personal account of Preston, but also an awareness 
of the larger issues facing Baptists and Blacks in North 
America in the time period under scrutiny. In a similar 
manner, the editor of McKerrow, Frank Boyd, renders 
McKerrow intelligible to comtemporary audiences through 
extensive historical documentation and commentary. 

The reissuing of McKerrow by Frank · Boyd is an 
important publishing event. The significance of its 
publication extends beyond the critical one of putting a 
people in touch with their history. As primary source 
material. McKerrow's history is one of the few examples 
of Black history recorded by Blacks especially for Blacks. 
Furthermore, Boyd is not an historical outsider; he is 
advantaged by the fact that his own roots are deep within 
the African N.S. Baptist community. In essence Boyd is 
transmitting his own history through the vehicle of 
McKerrow. It all adds up to a lively interpretation of times 
past which are not without relevance for the past. 

It is fortunate (but perhaps not accidental) that the 
Ch~rch is the major Black institution to be preserved in 
history. The church has been more under local control and 
direction and the Baptist church perhaps more than other 
denominations. Consequently, the church has been more 
instrumental in fostering identity than any other 
institution. In fact the opposite has been the case with such 
institutions as the schools and the political system which at 
times have functioned to erode systematically Black pride. 
The strength ~nd centrality of the church for Blacks is not 
to imply that the church has been singular in purpose and 
devoid of conflict. The nature of the conflict is examined 
extensively by McKerrow and reinterpreted by Boyd. 

Upon reading McKerrow's history, non-Blacks will be 
struck by some similar elements in their own history which 
they share with Blacks. Depressions and migrations in the 
19th century drained Black as well as white talent from 
N.S. Dr. Perry, a Black historian which McKerrow cites, 
laments the need for the young to seek training and a 
better life outside the province (p. 100). That is to say, the 
non-Black will gain from McKerrow an understanding of 
that part of history shared by all Nova Scotians as well as 
insight into the history which is uniquely Black. 

Photographs of churches currently in use and historical 
landmarks enhance the text. Also included are sketches of 
historical figures which serve to place the volume within 
the framework of the Black experience in North America. 
Such notables as Bannecker, Wheatley, Washington, and 
Dubois are included. Since the latter two were especially 
prominent in Black education, I would like to have seen 
Booker T. Washington's instructive Up from Slavery 
referenced. Dr. Perry summarizes the substance of 
Washington's argument (p. 102) but does not cite its 
source. Similarly, W.E.B. Debois's nostalgic Souls of 
Black Folk spring to mind upon reading the editor's 
introduction on p. iii. It would be my preference to note 
W.E.B. Debois here. 

Boyd is to be commended for permitting McKerrow 
once more to tell us "how it came about that there should 
be a Church'" in N.S. I trust that McKerrow himself would 
be appreciative of Boyd's faithful attention to history and 
thoughtful annotation. 

McKerrow. A Brief History of the Coloured 
Baptists of Nova Scotia, 1783-1895. Frank Stanley 
Boyd, Jr. , Editor. (Halifax , N.S.: Afro-Nova Scotian 
Enterprises , 1976), 121 pp. $6.95, originally printed 
in Halifax , N.S . by Nova Scotia Prin,ting Co. , 1895, 
as A Brief History of the Coloured Baptists of Nova 
Scotia by P.E. McKerrow. 

t-\ Source Boot>, u~:;ud by Nova Scotm·s Teach( _t(.; 

·-

McKerrow A Brief History of 
Blacks & the Church 

in Nova Scotia 
(1783 1895) 

lntroducecLedited tooinoted and annotated by 
Frank Stanley Boyd ,Jr. 

Frank Boyd, Jr., took his MA in sociology at Dalhousie; 
his thesis was on · the development of Black religious 
institutions in the slave societies, a political-economic 
theme. He is at the moment a Canada Manpower 
counsellor at Westphal. 

Reviewer Elliott is interested in structural inequality, par-
ticularly as it affects urban minorities. On her sabbatical in 
1974-75 she went to New Zealand to study the adjustment 
of newly-arrived urban migrants from the South Pacific 
islands and rural areas of the country. In 1971 she edited 
two volumes of Canada's ethnic groups, Minority Cana-
dians (Native People and Immigrant Groups). 

Her review of McKerrow has also been published in 

Education Nova Scotia (Vol. 7. No. 4. Oct. 6, 1976). 

MacKenzie bust 
unveiling Dec. 10 

A bust of Senator Norman A.M. (Larry) MacKenzie 
presented to Dalhousie University by the Alumni 
Association of the University of British Columbia, will be 
unveiled at Dalhousie Arts Centre on Dec. 10. 

Dr. MacKenzie, a Pugwash native, graduated from 
Dalhousie (BA, 1921 and LLB, 1923) and is also an 
honorary graduate ( 1953). After teaching law at Toronto, 
Dr. MacKenzie was president of the University of New 
Brunswick and later of UBC. He was appointed a senator 
in 1966. 

The unveiling of his bust, at 4:30 pm in the Arts 
Centre's Sculpture Court, will be attended by Senator 
MacKenzie. UBC alumni in the area, Dalhousie alumni 
and members of the Dalhousie Board of Governors. 
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MAN 
IN 
,THE 
COLD 

By 
Frank Pyke 
and 
Tony Richards 

Understanding the cold 
The average central or core body temperature, 

measured while resJing in a comfortable environ-
ment, is about 37°C (98.4°F). 

If heat production exceeds heat loss, as may occur 
in a person working in hot conditions, this 
temperature may rise to 40°C (104°F) and above - a 
state termed hyperthermia~ If heat loss exceeds heat 
production the temperature will fall to below 35°C 
(95°F) - a state termed hypothermia. 

Man has two alternatives available that permit 
him to exist in a cold environment -- either produce 
extra heat or stifle the avenues of heat loss. There is 
no reason to discuss in detail such means of 
elevating metabolism - such as exercise, shivering, 
the specific dynamic action of food and chemical 
increases in metabolic rate because, in the long run, 
man can only increase his food intake and 
generation of heat to a modest degree. There -is 
more to life than running and eating! He must 
therefore become vitally concerned with conserving 
the heat that he normally produces. And such 
conservation involves an understanding of the 
physical avenues of heat loss - radiation, convection, 
conduction and evaporation. 

Loss by radiation ... 
Heat will be lost from the body by radiation. This 

is in the form of electromagnetic wav-es that radiate 
to cooler surrounding objects. The body minimizes 
this loss either by curling up and reducing the 
exposed surface area or by providing an insulating 
shell around the vital organs in the core of the body. 
This shell is formed by decreasing the flow of blood 
to tlie skin and superficial tissues which lowers the 
surface temperature from about 33°C (91 °F) to 
below 30°C (86°F). The subsequent reduction in the 
temperature gradient between the skin and the air 
will restrict the degree of heat loss by radiation. This 
mechanism increases the insulating capacity of the 
superficial tissues by about six fold and offers about 
three quarters of the protection afforded by a 
medium suit of clothes. However, it can result in the 
hands and feet becoming very cold because of their 
large surface area per mass of tissue and frostbite 
can occur unless precaution~ are taken. Nature has 
evolved a simple but effective mechanism to assist 
the extremities in maintaining heat. Warm blood in 
the arteries heats the cool blood returning from the 
extremities in the veins. This countercurrent heat 
exchange is made possible by the proximity of the 
arteries and veins in the area. 

The same shutdown of blood flow to the surface of 
the body is not as complete in the head as it is in the 
extremities . This means that an unprotected head 
may lose a large proportion of the heat produced. 
There is some truth to the statement that if the head 
is covere 0d there is more chance of the feet remaining 
warm. 

The heat from the body warms the air in contact 
with it. This warm air, expands, becomes less 
dense, rises and is replaced by a colder air. Such 
heat loss by convection is increased by air 
movement; a factor popularly described as the wind 
chill. 

A change fro!fl Oto 5 mph. wind velocity will lower 
the effective temperature from 5°F to 1 °F while a 
further increase to 45 mph. wind velocity will lower 
it to-46°F. If properly attired 5°F is relatively 
comfortable but -46°F requires survival efforts with 
expo_sed flesh being frozen in less than one minute! 

Frank Pyke, now in Australia, was on the teaching and 
research staff of the School of Physical Education from 
1970 until 1972. An assistant professor, he was also 
director of the human performance research laboratory. 
Tony Richards has been at Dalhousie since 1971. In 
addition to his teaching and research activities, he directs 
outdoor camps and , is , coach of : the ' university's soccer 
team. The Man in the Cold artic/.e{ based on their research, 
is condensed from a p·aper fir,sf published in the CAMPER 
Journal. 

-
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Half of the land mass of Canada experiences a mean annual temperature below 32 
degrees Fahrenheit. 

This places its people in the position of s~eking recreational and sporting pleasures 
in activities involving extended exposures to the cold - skiing, mountain climbing, 
hiking, snowmobiling, ice fishing, skating and so on. 

It is imperative, therefore, that outdoorsmen and women understand some of the 
basic principles of regulation of body temperature pertaining to survival in this cool en-
vironment. · 

The article on the following pages· explains how body heat is lost, how it -can be re-
tained and how a person can help himself to survive. 

... By convection, conduction 
Clothing traps layers of still air close to the body 

and prevents loss of heat by convection. Loose 
woollen garments are excellent for trapping air 
provided they are covered by-a wind-proof anorak to 
prevent a flow of air over the body. 

If the body is placed in direct contact with another 
solid cooler body it will lose heat to that body by 
conduction. Mountain climbers have a problem in 
this regard as they carry ice axes and pitons made of 
metal and are in constant contact with cold, rock. 
However, heat lost by this means can be minimized 
by wearing insulated boots and using an insulated 
surface such as a rucksack when it becomes 

r· neteskary 'to sit ' d~wn. I ' r, ,Jj 

.,., The evaporati'i5n of sweat from the sui-face'J()f the 
body is also an effective- avenue of heat loss-. The 

conversion of sweat to vapour will take heat from the 
surface. The skier or hiker must avoid becoming 
inactive after excessive sweating or getting wet from 
rain or snow. This can invite a dramatic fall in body 
temperature. One way to absorb water from clothing 
is to roll in dry snow. Another drying method is to 
take wet clothes off, freeze them and then beat the 
ice crystals free. 

Inhaling cool air and exhaling warm air accounts 
for a significant amount of heat loss, especially when 
ventilation increases at high attitude or during heavy 
exertion. There is little that can be done to prevent 
such loss except perhaps to breathe through a 
w_oolen mask. However some use can be made of the 
warm exhaled air in a sleeping bag, tent or shelter. 
· Should a person be unable to retain heat he must 

·, .r~~ort ., to some means of producing it. He~ may 
'ch~os"'e to rem.ain continually on the move anti it is 

· cont'd o,f'p.7 

• 
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cont'd from p.6 

, here that physical fitness plays a critical role. The 
uncoordinated contraction of voluntary muscles 
known as shivering which can raise the metabolism 
to four times the resting level, is an effective 
temporary producer of heat but cannot be expected 
to support life indefinitely. 

Also it is known that the specific dynamic action of 
protein is higher than for both fat and carbohydrate. 
This simply means that absorption and assimilation 
of protein produces more heat (those who feel 
overheated after a high prt'tein meal on a warm day · 
will attest to this) but, .,gain, the magnitude of this 
source is limited. As stressed earlier, heat 
conservation is a far more profitable manoeuvre • 
than heat production when attempting to retain body 
temperature in a cold environment. 

Suitable clothing 
It is not always easy to select appropriate clothing 

for a fOld climate. A person who is comfortable 
during periods of inactivity will be overdressed for 
hard work. Conversely when a person stops work, 
clothing must be added to remain comfortable. 
Sudden changes in weather conditions can also 
create huge problems for the unprepared, 

Clothing prevents heat loss by trapping layers of 
still air close to the ·body. Wind can destroy the 
insulation of . clothing by penetrating into it and 
replacing warm air close· to the surface of the body 
with cooler air. In these conditions or in situations 
such as snowmobiling, sledding or skiing where air 
movement is being created it is essential to use a 
wind-proof over-jacket. 

The insulation offered by clothes is measured in 
clo units; one clq being equivalent to a light suit 
being worn in the summer or a quarter-inch layer of 
insulation. The Maritime winters, for example, can 
be described as a 3 layer clothing zone. This 
amounts to a three-quarter layer of insulation (3 clo) 
effectively distributed over the body. This could 
consist ·of heavy warm underwear, a woollen shirt 
and sweater, heavy wool tro,users, an overcoat, a 
heavy cap with ear muffs, a scarf, wool lined gloves 
or mittens, two pairs of socks and a pair of boots. If 
the activity levels is high, a layer could be taken off 
but additional protection would be required while 
sitting or sleeping. 

It is as critical to avoid overheating as it is to lose 
too much heat. If heavy sweating occurs, the body 
can lose a great deal of heat by evaporation. This 
sweat can also freeze into garments, replace dead 
air space and destroy their insulatory value. The 
hiker must therefore minimize sweating by reducing 
the activity level or making adjustments to clothing 
as the situation demands. Fast walking can double 
heat production and thus halve the necessarv 
_insulation. The layer approach permits a hiker t~ 
remove clothing as .the body heats up and replace it 
upon ceasing activity. Jackets that open down the 
front are more convenient for cooling during 
intermittent activity than puH-over garments. 
Draw-string allowing clothes to be opened at the 
bottom of the legs, cuffs and collar are also very 
useful for this purpose. 

Don't overdress 
The inexperienced person will add unnecessary 

garments to combat the cold. An extra pair of socks 
may, in fact, make the feet colder by restricting 
blood flow. Cold extremities ·are often the deciding 
factor in a person's tolerance for cold conditions. 

Down-filled clothing is an excelfent insulator and 
very light to carry. A down jacket should be carried ' 
as a supplement to hiking apparel and worn during 
rest periods. Down-filled sleeping bags are among 
the best available. Many of the synthetic fibers do 
not offer anywhere near the insulation per weight 
when compared to down. The insulating value of a 
sleeping bag should be carefully checked prior to 
purchase. 

For any of the above clothing to be effective as an 
·• insulator it must be kept dry. This makes it essential 

that all outdoor people carry waterproof over-gar-
ments - jacket, trousers and footwear. 

The outdoorsman should be prepared for any 
change in weather conditions. 

During activities in the ·cold it is essentia) to 
permit freedom of movement and adequate 
vertilation. The layer approach makes this po'ssible. 
Tight fitting clothes' may give a trim appearance but 
certainly do not guarantee warmth and comfort. 
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THE COLD 
Prevention and treatment 
of "exposure" 

Accidental hypothermia, more commonly known 
as "exposure'\ is a potential killer.' It has been 
responsible for more deaths in the mountains than 
an~ other accident. The old maxim of ''prevention 
bemg better than cure" is very true in this case. 
There are several factors which need to be 
considered before venturing on an expedition into 
the cold even though it may only last for a few hours: 

1. Be _aware of and know your enemy. Never 
~nderest1mate the cold. Similarly, and just as 
important. never overestimate the strength and 
cap~bili'.ie_s of your colleagues. One weak person or 
a m,mor mJury could paralyze your progress and thus 
expose the party to a longer period of tim·e in the 
weather and cold. 

2. Sufficient and correct clothing should be w"arn. 
Even though the weather- may be perfect when 
beginning the trip, wind and water:proof over-gar-
ments should be carried. 

3. Have a meal prior to commencing the 
expedition. Many mild cases of exposure and 
ex?austion have been caused by overlooking this 
pomt. As a safeguard against an extended journey it 
is wise to carry easily assimilated sugar-based foods 
such as chocolate and candy. 

Proof of the padding 
Last weekend, Tony Richards talked about the 

psychology and physiology of survival at the Wentworth 
Outdoor Survival Clinic, held at the Wentworth Youth 
Hostel. Participants slept outdoors Saturday evening in 
below , freezing temperatures, but thanks to proper 
equipment and recently acquired knowledge of "Man in 
the Cold" all survived and greeted Sunday with smiles ... 

4. Emergency sleeping and shelter equipment 
should be carried. This may be in the form of a light 
tent or a plastic sheet. Prior knowledge of building 
an emergency shelter from natural materials and 
locating suitable sites for shelter is essential. 

5. The decision to stop ~nd make a shelter should 
be an early one. If you have to spend the night out, 
or a member of the party is injured, stop while it is 
still daylight before you become too exhausted and 
your faculties become impaired. An exhausted party · 
will neither be able to build a good shelter nor make 
rational decisions as to the most suitable site. 

6. If there is not going to be adequate shelter keep 
active and generate more heat. However, the 
decision will have to be eventually made when to 
stop and rest ifi order to ·conserve energy or when to 
keep moving to produce heat. 

7. Probably the most important factor in the 
prevention of "exposure" is mental preparation. 
You must be able to immediately accept the reality 
of an emergency and be able to cope ·with it. You 
must have confidence in your ability to do all that is 
necessary to survive. Thus fear and panic are 
prevented. 

If prevention of exposure has been unsuccessful 
then treatment will be necessary. The prime object 
is to add heat to rewarm the victirp' s .body. Ideally 
put the ·victim in warm' (l IO~F) . "'.?ter., .Unfortun-
ately, there . is , seldom "7arm water on, hand, 
therefore other emergency procedures . must be 

adopted. Place the victim out of the wind in the best 
shelter available, ensure that there is. adequate 
insulation from the ground and replace wet with dry 
clothing. Add heat by the best available method. For 
example, put the _victim in a sleeping bag which has 
?ee~ preheated with a naked companion. If the bag 
1s big enough put the naked companion and the 
victim in together. The reason for being naked is that 
maximum heat may be transferred from body to 
bag. If the victim is conscious give him warm fluids 
that are preferably glucose based. Sugared coff~e, 
tea or chocolate is ideal. If the victim is unconscicus, 
lay him in a prone position, keep the airway open 
and continue to warm his body. 

Actually man is fortunate to be blessed with 
technological skills that advance his chan~es of 
surviving in the cold. In an Artie environment he 
literally surrounds himself with a micro-climate that 
is semi-tropical in nature! 
. He does this because he is incapable of one of the 
behavioral defences of the animal species -
hibernation; and only the wealthy among him can 
afford the other - migration. 
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Herbert K. (Herb) Mosher, budget officer and a member 
of the administrative staff at Dalhousie for ten years died 
on Monday at the age of 64. The funeral service was to 
be held at the Presbyterian Church of St. David at 2pm 
today. 
A native of. Halifax, Mr. Mosher was educated at Halifax 

A~ademy and from 192!?,_ for 10 years was in accounting 
with the Royal Trust Company. He joined Acadia Univ-
ersity in 1939 and served as bursar and treasurer for 13 
years before becoming trust officer-and real estate man -
ager for Eastern and Chartered Trust. 
Mr. Mosher joined Dalhousie in 1966 as assistant to the 

controller and in 1971 became assistsant controller. He · 
later became budget officer in the office of the· Vice-
President (Finance), and was responsible for financial 
~atters involving budget co11trol, residences, food services, 
insurance and real estate. 
He wa~ _active in community organizations, including . 

the Halifax Welfare Council, the Children's Aid Society, 
the Nova Scotia Temperance Federation and the 
Federation on Alcohol and other drug problems. 
He leaves a widow, a son, a daughter and three 

grandchildren. 

Christmas; New Year's 
holidays at Dal 

\'..&, ).; 'J 

'1 

The university will be closed on: 
Friday. Dec. 24 - Christmas Eve 
Saturday. Dec. 25 - Christmas Day 
Sunday, Dec. 26 - Boxing Day ,_c; 

M011da.y, Dec. 27. and on \~ 
Fdday. Dec\ JI :' New Year's Eve · 
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PLACEKICKING 
ANALYSED 
PLACEKICKING: A Cinema-Computer An-
alysis, by Alan Alexander and Laurence E. 
Holt, Dalhousie University; published by 
Sport Research Ltd. $5. 75. 
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Bridging the gap between researcher and coach 
Another book designed to further bridge the gap 

between the scientific researcher and the athletics coach is 
just off the press. It is Placekicking: A Cinema-Computer 
Analysis, by Alan Alexander and Larry Holt, of the School 
of Physical Education at Dalhousie University. 

Mr . Alexander is chief technician of the school's 
research laboratories and Dr. Holt is co-ordinator of the 
Biomechanics and Applied Anatomy Laboratory at 
Dalhousie. Dr. Holt is the author of many articles on sport 
analysis and two years ago produced Scientific Stretching 
for Sport - 3S, a forerunner to Placekicking and others yet 
to come. Both authors have had their work featured on the 
half-time shows of Hockey Night in Canada and CFL 
Football telecasts. · 

In their introduction authors Holt and Alexander say the 
book's purpose is to present a clear and concise document 
on the skill of placekicking. Placekicking? 'Not much to 
that', some fans may say, 'some players are simply better 
kickers than others.' Not so. Say Alexander and Holt. .• "in 
most sports many activities are executed so rapidly that the 
untrained eye cannot perceive the important components of 
the skills. Therefore coaches have concentrated on those 
aspects of the game that they understand and can deal with 
effectively." 

But ultra high speed film cameras; plus the subsequent 
cinema-computer analysis evolved from biomechanics 
research at Dalhousie, have resulted in a unique book; 
unique in that it fills two important gaps in North 
American football. It presents first the most up-to-date 
analysis of placekicking with information based on 
scientific evidence rather than subjective evaluation and, 
second, and equally important, it presents a clear and 
logical process for the coach to follow in his attempts to 
improve the skill levels of his athletes. 

Placekicking is intended as a working manual for 
coaches at all levels. Authors Alexander and Holt are right 
in their view that football coaching has traditionally 
centred on game strategies, that intricate offensive and 
defensive alignments and movements have been conceiv-
ed and used. But many "systems" are so complex that 
they need hours of careful study in order for coaches to 
understand them. 

''In spite of all the cerebral activity necessary, coaches 
strive to gain complete awareness of these sophisticated 
strategies. However, the skills of the game, the techniques 
that allow the athletes to execute the • game plan' are 
rarely emphasized, the behaviours rarely improved ... 

"It is our belief that football coaches can quickly grasp 
the concepts involved in a ballistic activity such as 
placekicking and can improve the techniques of their 
athletes. This will ultimately lead to better performances 
on the field and a greater sense of satisfaction for the 
coach and players." 

The book,publication of which was supported by a grant 
from the Canadian Amateur Football Association, contains 
a brief explanation of the philosophy, equipment and 
procedures used in the authors' approach to skills 
analysis. Types of cameras, film processing, digitizing 
procedures, computer programs and data analysis 
techniques are all explained in simple terms. The major 
section has an analysis of two types of placekicking --
soccer' s and North American football's -- and includes 
descriptions, computer plots and photographs, all of which 
combine to make the presentation of each skill analysis 
easy to follow. Then after the analysis coaching strategies 
are presented to help the coach apply his knowledge on the 
field of play. 

Perhaps the most fascinating aspect of the work of Holt 
and Alexander is the high speed movie camera, a 
sophisticated 16 mm piece of equipment capable of 
"seeing" 30 times more motion than the human eye. 
Normal human motion is perceived at the equivalent of a 
motion camera's speed of 18 frames per second. In the 
placekicking study, the camera speed was more than 
enough, so a frame rate of 300 per second was set, this 
being 17 times the normal rate at which the human eye 
perceives movement. 

"Previous studies have shown," say Holt and 
Alexander, "that in skills such as punting, kicking, 
throwing (centre passing), performance is greatly affected 
by the manner in which the foot meets the ball and the 

hand releases the ball." Hence the need for high speed 
filming. 

Also of interest is the computerization process. The 
computer does not analyse the films ,. but it does perform 
thousands of calculations using the data from the film. For 
example, it plots the position of the athlete's centre of 
gravity on each frame, the angle of the body, the angle of 
the knee of the kicking leg and ankle, and so on. Then it 
can calculate the speed of motion of hip, knee and foot 
before and on contact with the ball, it compares the angle 
(of ascent) of the ball with its speed and the distance it 
travels. With correlation, the ideal deportment and 
position can be plotted so the player can be coached to be a 
better field goal kicker (in football) or a corner, free kick or 
penalty taker (in soccer). 

The Holt-Alexander team is to be,commended, not only 
for having brought out the book but for having made 
available to coaches and science generally valuable 
information which, if acted upon, can only serve to make 
all manner of sporting activity more skillful and probably 
more entertaining. 

The cinema-computer analysis has evolved from 
biomechanics research at Dalhousie, research which can 
only be developed slowly and painstakingly but which, by 
virtue of better facilities, cannot help but be improved 
when the university's multi-miilion dollar Physical 
Education, Recreation and Athletics Centre is fully 
operational. 

-D.M. 

Neptune costumes on display at the Killam Library 

Bianca. from The Taming French Offk.:r from Colour 
of the Shrew. the Flesh the Colour of 

Dust. 

Now on display in the Special Collections area of the 
Killam Library is a collection of costumes from plays 
produced at the Neptune Theatre in Halifax from 1968 
through 1971. The costumes are part of the collection of 
theatrical materials from the University Archives. 

Most of the costumes were designed by Robert 
Doyle. His sketches of the costumes and of some stage 
sets are included. The plays "The Taming of the 
Shrew," "Candida," "Peer Gynt," "Colour the Flesh 
the Colour of Dust," "A Man for all Seasons," and 
"Ondine" are represented. The costumes are worn by 
a dozen manikins constructed by Neptune's· carpenter 
shop. 

Also in the display are masks and props from the 
plays "A Midsummer Night's Dream," "The Servant 
of Two Masters," "A Dandylion," and "Henry IV," as 
well as a number of script prompt-copies and some set 
designs. 

The Special Collections area is on the second floor of 
the Killam, and is open from 9 a.m. until 10 p.m. 
Monday through Thursday, from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. on 
Friday, and on weekends, from 9 a .m. until 6 p.m. on 
Saturday and from I p .m. until 10 p.m. on Sunday. The 
costumes will be on display until mid-December. 

An old bidch· from Colour The Supcrintendant or the 
the Flesh the Colour of Theatre from Onclinc. •; 
Dust. 

• 
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Dalhousie Counselling and 
Psychological Services -

COUPLES: 
The need for 
cultivation 

Part VI 

It was once a pop•1iar notion that marriages and other 
twosomes were '• made in heaven''. 

Through experience, many people have discovered that 
it takes more chan prayers to sustain a good· relationship 
between two people. Some carefully cultivated skills and 
serious work are called for. 

When one or both parties are university students, 
additional stress will probably surface,, due to study 
pressures, shortage of money, uncertain career plans, etc. 
Then, too, the manner of relating to each other may differ 
considerably from those of the previous generation, so 
there are no models to follow-all routes are uncharted. 

Dalhousie's Counselling and Psychological Services 
Centre has been offering ·counselling to· help couples 
develop relating skills for a number of years. Services are 
offered to couples who are married, living together or 
dating. Getting help now to work out any difficulties can 
make for better relationships with others in the future. The 
centre also welcomes one half of a couple seeking to 
consult a counsellor on his or her own. 

One common concern for couples is communication: 
difficulty in listening sensitively to the other partner's 
concerns, and in expressing needs in a direct and positive 
way. For example, a couple may find they are saying 
things to one another in a manner which annoys the other 
person, creating unpleasant exchanges and leading to 
arguments neither wants. Helping the couple learn to 
express wants, feelings and dissatisfactions in construc-
tive ways, will greatly reduce or eliminate tension. 

Counsellors frequently try to find out the specifics of the 
difficulty, and then role-play with the couple ways of 
handling the situation differently. Video and audiotape 
facilities are avaiiable. 

UNIVERSITY NEWS 

At the Centre: "We've been counselling couples for a 
number of years, and helping people with sexual con-
cerns ... H 

Couples may find that they have differences of opinion 
on a few or many important issues: career priorities, how 
to spend leisure time together, family planning, and so on. 
Counselling on how to deal with genuine differences on 
both major and minor matters may focus upon the 
development of negotiating skills and the ability to find a 
compromise that is reasonably satisfactory to both parties. 

Some students wanting information about sexual 
matters have in the past found it difficult to approach 
professionals for counselling. This attitude has changed 
dramatically. 

It is "normal"-in fact it's often a part of developing a 
meaningful sexuality-for students to have questions and 
concerns about sexual matters. Couples and individuals 
wanting sexual counselling and information receive help 
promptly. Clients generally find that once they get over 
the hurdle of scheduling an initial interview, it's relatively 
easy to discuss personal concerns about sex. 

Couples seeking counselling may . choose to meet 
confidentially with a female or a male counsellor, or with a 
male/female therapy team. For further information, call 
the Counselling and Psychological Services Centre ( 4th 
floor, SUB, 424-2081 ). 

Christmas crafts aplenty 
No partridge in a pear tree but there will be craftsmen 

galore. 
The craftsmen -- 14 potters, six weavers, seven 

jewellers, six leather workers, three iron workers, six wood 
workers, nine toy makers, six clothiers (knitting and 
crocheting), one macramerer, one basketmaker, one 
pewter craftsman, six ornament makers, and three 
batikers -- will man 80 booths, having worked hard for the 
right to display their wares, and sell them, at the annual 
Craftsman's Christmas Market. 

This is the fifth year it's been held at Dalhousie's Arts 
Centre, and co-ordinator Kate Carmichael, who's full-time 
job at Dalhousie puts her behind a television camera as 
co-ordinator of TV Services is pleased. 

"We started with only a few booths in the early 
Seventies, but as crafts took off, and craftsmen were able 
to make a living at it, we've had to limit the number of 
entrants. 

"This year 136 professhnals applied. Then the 
marketing committee of the Nova Scotia Designer 
Craftsmen chose the best according to quality, originality, 
and marketing ability of the product for Christmas. It's a 
juried sale, where unique Nova Scotia handmade items 
will be on hand," ~ays Ms. Carmichael enthusiastically. 

''The market will be separated by medium this year to 
increase competition and make things more organized. 
There will be music, homemade foods to buy and eat in the 
student lounge of the Arts Centre, a portrait artist on 
location, UNICEF will be selling Christmas cards and 
you 'II also be able to use chargex," says Ms. Carmichael. 

"We anticipate this Craftsmen's Christmas Market will 
be the most successful yet and hope that the community 
will come to the Arts Centre to browse, to enjoy the festive 
atmosphere, and to select Nova Scotia crafts for gifts." 

The market will be at the Arts Centre from 4-10 p.m. 
Friday, Dec. 3, 9-9 p.m. on Saturday; and from 11 a.m. to 5 
p.m. on Sunday, the 5th. 

"Great Scientists Speak Again", a film showing Professor 
Richard Eakin's impersonations of Charles Darwin and 
Gregor Mandel in which "these great scientists explain 
their work in their own words", was to be shown today at 
11 :30 a.m. in Room 2805 of the Life Sciences building. The 
Department of Biology sponsored the screening. 

Christmas Craftsmen's Co-ordinator Carmichael 

Messiah Dec. 1 O 
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Handel's "Messiah" will be the offering at the 
Dalhousie music department's annual Christmas concert 
on Dec. 10, at 8:30 p.m. in the Cohn Auditorium. All three 
parts will be featured in the performances by the 
100'.member Dalhousie Chorale. 

Soloists will include Dalhousie faculty; soprano solos by 
Elvira Gonnella and tenor solos by Jeff Morris. Music 
student Debbie Perrott has been chosen to sing the 
contralto solos and Dal alumnus Gregory Servant will sing 
the bass solos. Servant, recognized as a rising talent, has 
performed with the Philadelphia Lyric Opera, the 
Philadelphia Grand Opera, New Jersey State Opera and at 
Philharmonic Hall, New York. He was last heard in Halifax 
in Dalhousie's production of "The Barber of Seville". 

The orchestra will consist of members of the Atlantic 
Federation of Musicians, Local 571, and the concert 
master will be Jan Bobak. Harpsichord and organ continuo 
will be played by Harmon Lewis with cello solos by 
William Valleau. "Messiah" will be conducted by music 
department chairman Peter Fletcher. 

, Tickets for the performance are $5 and. $4 and are now 
available at the Box Office (424-2298). 

The wide-ranging 
interests of Dal's 
women faculty 

9 

Day-care, maternity leaves, anti-nepotism, the Presi-
dential Committee on the Status of Women, and the 
representation of women on faculty committees are a few 
of the topics of concern to the Dalhousie Women's Faculty 
Organization (DWFO). 

The organization has been active since last ye'"r and 
welcomes support for its activities, says Dr. Roseann 
Runte (French). Regular meetings are held the last 
Thursday of each month at 7 p.m. in the Faculty Club. 

"All interested faculty members are urged to attend 
tonight's meeting (Nov. 25-)," says Dr. Runte. "Any 
female faculty member who has not received jnformation 
from the group, should contact Dr. Patricia Monk, 
Department of English, and ask to be included on the 
mailing list. 

"The DWFO supports many of the policies .favored by 
CAUT effective on campuses across North America, and 
which remain to be recognized at Dalhousie. The group 
has defined a number of specific problems and has begun 
to act to improve the local situation," Dr. Runte reports. 
' 'This involves both applying the experience of other 
universities and initiating new programs specifically 
designed to fulfill the local needs." 

The DWFO works with staff and student organizations 
as well as the D FA to meet its goals. In addition, the 
DWFO provides information on conferences and talks by 
and about women in Halifax. 

British books for 
boys and girls 

The British Council has prepared a special touring 
exhibition of British Books for Boys and Girls in Canada. 
By special arrangement with the School of Library Services 
at Dalhousie the books will be displayed in the Learning 
Resources Centre (Coburg Road and Oxford Street) at 
Dalhousie from Wednesday, Dec. 1 to Tuesday, Dec. 14. 
Hours ·of opening will be 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday -
Thursday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Friday - Sunday. Admission is 
free. 

The exhibition consists of some 500-600 books chosen by 
the British Council to appeal to the needs and interests of 
Canadian school children. All the titles included are 
available from Canadian sources. 

In connection with the exhibition, Dr. Gillian Thomas, 
Lecturer, School of Library Service, Dalhousie University, 
will give a talk, "Anglo-Saxon Attitudes" in Room 47 of 
the Learning Resources Centre at 8 p.m. on Wednesday, 
Dec. 1. The public is invited to atte_nd. 

For further information on this exhibition, please 
contact Dr. Dorothy Broderick or Dr. Norman Horrocks at 
the School of Library Services. (424-3656). 

Dalhousie's German 
students the best 

It is November again and time to think of next summer; 
for those students at least who want to study or work in 
Germany for three months. 

With the help of the German Government and the -
German Embassy in Ottawa the German Department has 
sent between 10 and 15 students to Germany every year. 
Since 1964 four Dalhousie students out of 30 from other 
Canadian universities won the DAAD (Deutscher 
Akademischer Austauschdienst) scholarship which en-
abled them to study language, literature, and German 
culture at the University of Freiburg. 

Out of 10 scholarships for the Goethe-Institute 
Dalhousie received three. The students were selected 
through a special examination held by the Director of 
Language Instruction of the Goethe-Institute, Montreal. In 
the competition last year the highest mark was attained by 
a Dalhousie student. Ever since the establishment of these 
competitions, Dalhousie students have won more 
scholarships than students from any other university in 
Canada. 
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The thrill of victory 

Kim Robson, Pam Dickey and Diane Boulanger mount an attack. The Tigerette's attackers in a Blues' goalmouth melee. 

The shot that counted: Pam Dickey's penalty goal won the game for the Tigerettes. Jubilant at the final whistle. 

Mitzie, the team captain Diane 
Boulanger's dog, was delighted 
at the victory too. She grab.bed 
the game ball. r · ' 

The go-go-get-'em 
Tigerettes 
are tops 

Rookie Pam Dickey was the heroine. 
Her penalty shot in the middle of the second 

half put paid to any hopes the University of 
Toronto Blues had of retaining their CWIAU 
crown. 

But while the Dalhousie Tigerettes field 
hockey team must take {he bulk of the credit for 
having won its first national championship, 
coach Nancy Buzzell -- while not a rookie, she 
has been in . the Dal saddle for only a little over 
two years -- deserves the highest praise. 

Her never-give-up, go-go-get'em approach 
has paid off handsomely. 

The Tigerettes got into the nationals by again 
finishing first in the Atlantic league. In the 
playoffs they got into the final by virtue of being 
runner-up in the round robin tournament; the 
Toronto Blues were undefeated, but met their 
match in the final. 

It was .a game that featured outstanding 
defence by both teams, but once the Dickey 
penalty shot went home, the Tigerettes held 
back the Blues' attack magnificently. 

Tears of joy, from Merle Richardson. With her is Jocelyn 
Webb. 

.. 

Field hockey photos 
by Gary Castle, 
A/V Services 

• 
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Tigers Atlantic soccer champions again 

Tigers will improve 
as the opposition 

gets better 
The Dalhousie Tigers are Canada's 

second-best university soccer team. 
They could have been the best, if. .. 
But the 'ifs' don't count. The Tigers 

put up a praiseworthy fight in the 
national final against Concordia, but lost 

. 2-1 in extra time. 
It was not the hectic schedule in the 

playoffs (three games ln three days, two 
with extra time). Nor was it the loss of 
key players. Nor the artificial turf. 

Rather it was the lack of good 
competition in 11.ormal league games in 
the Atlantic region. The Tigers are far 
superior to any other university's team 
in the Atlantic region and, having to 
play week after week against such weak 
opposition (Saint Mary's victory in 
mid-season was well-deserved; they had 
a good day, but were a flash in the pan) 
makes any good team play below their 
usual level . 

Motivating a team that is already 
confident of winning, that is, winning on 
all-out effort for 90 minutes and 
insisting on a dozen goals, not a mere 
four or five, is difficult. 

Only time will improve _ the Tigers' 
and therefore the Tigers, as the schools 
(and Soccer Nova Scotia) produce more 
and better players. Until then, the 
Tigers must be patient. 

- D.M-: 

/ 

""·· ""'""°"'"°"'"·%•.:..:;Jf§,. ·--....... ~--...... .....,.~~.......I 
Goalmouth action by the Tigers in their Atlantic cup final game against Memorial University earlier this 
month. (John Donkin, A/ V Services) 

Tigers' captain Kevin Mayo and coach Tony Richards (back of head to camera) with the cup after their 
Atlantic victory. (John Donkin, A/ V Services) 

Congratulations from nephew Todd Mayo and friend Mary Lou Mcisaac. (John Donkin, A / V Services). 
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CALENDAR 
NOVEMBER26 

... Planning: Who Is In Control, a public conference 
sponsored by the Nova Scotia Division, Community 
Planning Association of Canada and the Institute of 
Public Affairs; Police Association ot Nova Scotia 
Building, Alderney Drive, Dartmouth. Cont'd, Nov. 27. 

NOVEMBER28 
... Jazz in the Cinema, a special presentation of the 

Dalhousie Regional Film Theatre, 8 p.m., Cohn. 
.. . Sunday 7: 30 p.m. movie featuring James Caan in The 

Gambler, Mcinnes Rm. 

NOVEMBER 29 
. . . The Scottish Contribution to Social and Political 

Philosophy, a conference sponsored by Canada Council, 
Dalhousie and North British Society, Killam Aud., Cont'd 

. on Nov. 30. · 
... Microbiology seminar with Dr. 0. Mahony, 1 p.m., 

• seminar room, 7th floor, Tupper. 

NOVEMBER 30 
... Food for Thought, a series of informal noon-hour 

lectures featuring Bruce Ferguson (Art Gallery) on Tramp 
Art and Collecting, 12:15 p.m., National Film Board, 
Barrington Street. 

... George qui?, French film, arranged by !'Alliance 
francaise; 8:30 p.m ., Killam Library auditorium . 

DECEMBER 1 
... Anatomy seminar with Prof. David Egan (physio-

therapy), at 11 :30 a.m., Rm. 14B1, Tupper. 
... Medium Cool, a movie presented by the Dalhousie 

Film Society, 8 p.m., Cohn. 

University Capsule 
... SCHOLARSHIPS GUIDE FOR COMMONWEALTH 

POSTGRADUATE STUDENTS, an ACU publication is 
now available in the Awards Office. The handbook contains 
1,L:>U enrr,es oescrmrng scno,arsnips, granrs, ass,sranrsnips, 
etc. that are open to graduates of Commonwealth 
universities who wish to undertake postgraduate (including 
postdoctoral) study or research at a university in another 
Commonwealth country. An appendix lists awards tenable 
at certain non-university centres of advanced study or 
research. 

*** 

... A copy of the Public Use Sample Tape Family File is 
now available for use at Dalhousie. The Family File, 
supplied by Statistics Canada, consists of 1 % stratified _.... 
sample from the 1971 census master file, and contains 
approximately 50,000 cases. The Family File provides 
detailed information on census families, including variables 
on employment, family status, and cultural and religious 
background. There are a total of 64 variables in the data set 
which may be of interest to those engaged in social and 
economic research. 

For assistance in obtaining the file, please contact 
Richard Apostle of the Sociology and _Anthropology 
Department at 2020. 

*** 

... PROF. PETER WAITE was one of four distinguished 
visiting historians to take part in a series of public lectures 
sponsored by Concordia University last week . The subject of 
his address was Chartered Libertine? A Case Against Sir 
John A. Macdona!d and Some Answers. 

UNIVERSITY NEWS 

... German film show presents Don Carlos, 8 p.m., 
Killam Aud . 

... Pfiysics seminar with Dr. C.S. MacLatchy,,Acadia, at 
2:30 p.m., Rm. 302, Dunn Bldg. 

... Anatomy seminar: Professor David Egan, Director, 
School of Physiotherapy; "Functional Anatomy of the 
Upper Cervical Spine". Tupper Medical Building, 14B1 at 
11 :30 a.m. 

DECEMBER 2 
... Centre for African Studies seminar with C. Newbury 

and P.O. Pillay, 4:30 p.m., 1444 Seymour . 
... Masterpieces of the -Russian Cinema featuring 

Alexander Nevsky, 7 p.m., Killam Aud. 
... Short course in surgery sponsored by Division of 

Continuing Medical Education, cont'd on Dec . 3 . 
*** 

DECEMBER 3 
... Friday-at-Four with Dr. Victor Neufeld, co-ordinator, 

program for educational development, McMaster, on What 
is Clinical Problem Solving? - implications for teaching 
and evaluation, 4 p .m., Tupper. 

DECEMBER 5 
. .. The Other Side of the Mountain, a fi Im presentation at 

7:30 p.m ., Mcinnes Rm. 

DECEMBER 6 
... Dalhousie-King's Reading Club meets at 8 p. m. at t~e 

home of Mrs. H.D. Hicks, 6446 Coburg Road. Christmas 
musical program arranged by Gerta Josenhans. 

... LAW STUDENTS enrolled in the course on coastal law 
have been encouraged by the provincial Department of the 
Environment to prepare term papers on coastal zone 
management problems of the provinces within a 
prearrangecfframework. These papers will be presented to 
the department at the end of term. 

*** 

... DR. ALEXANDER LEIGHTON (psychiatry) has been 
invited to speak at the up-coming quarterly meeting of the 
Royal College of Psychiatrists in London, England. His 
subject will deal with the survey method in psychiatric 
epidemiology. 

*** 

... PROF. HANS RUNTE will deliver a paper at the 
Mid-Hudson chapter of the Modern Language Association 
to be held at Marist College in Poughkeepsie, N. Y ., next 
week. Conference presentations to be made in 15 different 
areas of literature have been prepared by both teachers and 
students at t_he graduate and undergraduate level. Two 
seminars will be devoted to the special problems of English 
composition and foreign language instruction. 

*** 

... MARY ANN VANDELEUR of Innisfail. Australia will 
be studying at Dalhousie during the 1977-78 term. under the 
sponsorship of the Rotary Foundation's international 
awards program. A second recipient, Sachiko Imaizumi. 
from Fukushima. Japan will study at Mount Saint Vincent 
University . The Foundation has set aside ·over $7 million in 

1776-1976, The Scottish Contribution to Social and Political Philosophy 

a conference at DMl,ou,k Univn,ity to commemorate the 200th anni,-cr,an· of the death of Hume and the 
200th ~nniver,ary of the Wealth of Natiom. 

November 29 
D<11•id Hunll' "·'" critic "/S"ci<1I C"111ract T/11•,,r\'. David Gauthier (Toronto) .. 10 . .10 am . Killam Aud. C"111111, ·111. Virginia Held 
(CUNY). 2.J0 pm. Killam Auel. . 

jC 

Ac/<1111 S111i1i, ,,,, S,./(-/111,·n•.\f i11 ,1,,. M<1rk<'t. R.S. Dmrnie (Gla,go\\'). 7 . .10 pm. Theatre A. Tupper 

November 30 
Co1111111'1// 011 !JrJ11·11i,· ·., /'<1/><'r. Scott Gordon (Queen's). 9 am. Kill am Auel. 

D11,·id H11111,· <111</ ,1,,. Pm!,/,.111 "/ Cn11.\/i11uin1,a/ C/Jnin·. Vincent Ostrom ( Indiana). 11 . .10 am. Killam Auel. 
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DECEMBER 8 
.. . How I Won the War, the Dalhousie Film Society 

screening, 8 p.m., Cohn. 
. .. Anatomy seminar: Dr. Leonard Maler, Department of 

Anatomy, University of Ottawa; "The Geometry of a 
Simple Cortex in the Weakly Electric Fish". Tupper 
Medical Buildin') 14B1 at 11 :.30 a.m. 

DECEMBER 10 
... Friday-at-Four with Dr. G.F. Cahill, Jr., Harvard on 

Diabetes Mellitus, 4 p.m., Tupper . 

COMING UP 
... What's Up Tiger Lily, a regional film theatre 

screening, 7 p.m., followed by Bananas, 9 p.m., Cohn, 
Dec. 12. 

... Mermaid Theatre presentations Dec . 13, 1 :30 & 7:30 
p.m.; Dec. 14, 1 :30, 4:00 & 7:30 p.m.; Dec. 15, 1 :30, 
4:00 & 7:30 p.m., Cohn. 

. .. Centre for African Studies seminar with E.O. Erim 
and B. Pachai, 4:30 p.m., Dec. 16, 1444 Seymour . 

... Cine-Club, French film series; 7 p.m. & 9 p.m ., Dec . 
17, Verites et Mensonges, Killam Library Auditorium. 

... DSA Xmas party will take place Dec. 17 in Shirreff 
Hall. Details to follow. 

... Children's Christmas Party sponsored by Dalhousie 
Women's Club, 3-5 p.m., Dec. 18, Dunn Theatre, Arts 
Centre . 

... Tenor Luciano Pavarotti in concert, 2 p.m., Dec. 1g. 

. .. New Year's Eve Ball, Dec. 31, S.U.B . 

ART GALLERY 
... Sculptures by Doug Bentham in the Sculpture Court, 

Arts Centre , beginning Dec. 2 and running until Jan . 2. 

educational awards and group study exchanges for the 
coming academic year. Applications for 1978-79 term 
should be made through the local Rotary Club. 
- ... PLAY SCHOOL IS FUN -AND EDUCATIONAL! The 

Centre for Child Studies (Life Sciences building) is an 
educational, social and recreational opportunity for three to 
five year olds. Choose 2 or 4 afternoons a week: Monday, 
Tuesday. Thursday and Friday. For more information, call 
Anna Keefe at 424-6426. 

. .. A $20,000 SCHOLARSHIP fund has been established 
in the Faculty of Business Administration at the University 
of Windsor in memory of Ronald W. Todgham, former 
president of Chrysler Canada Ltd. and governor of the 
University of Windsor .. 

The gift came from Chrysler dealers, who subscribed the 
bulk of it. and of the Todgham family. 

The scholarship will be open to children of Chrysler 
dealers, and employees and their children . 

*** 

... USING A WIND TUNNEL to ascertain wind forces 
and speeds around a future building. planning spaces in 
complex single-storey layouts by using packaged computer 
programs. and checking the effect of possible lighting 
installations upon a colour design. are some of the things 
people in the building industry can take advantage of at the 
Nova Scotia Technical College's School of Architecture. 

The school has assembled equipment and laboratories to 
aid building design that. despite their basic nature, are 
probably unmatched elsewhere in Canada outside the 
National Research Council. according to architecture 
Professor Jack Jackson. design co-ordinator. 

"Although these facilities were assembled primarily for 
the instruction of student architec.ts. they also constitute a 
valuable resource available to· the building' industry and 
professions in their day-to-day work wherever the college's 
and industry's concerns are complementary". -said Prof. 
Jackson. 

A building designer can simulate on a live television 
screen the qualities and spatial effects of a building project, 
record users' activities by time-lapse photography to aid 
factual analyses for more efficient layout planning, carry out 
accelerated tests o'f the performance of weathering or wear 
of building materials. as well as using the wind tunnel and 
packaged computer programs as mentioned above. 

Prof. Jackson said one of the major hold-ups in greater 
utilization of the facilities was the lack of awareness of them 
on the part of industry. 

In an effort to inform the building industry of the 
resources avail,.hlc to them in this area. the School of 
Architecture offered a one-day workshop at the college 
earlier this month. 

*** 
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